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The MEGA CONSOLE is the first console to features 3 control platforms 
in one package, including Lumen8, Enlighten and Disco. The softwares 
range from a simplified introduction to our control platform to advanced 
production and theatrical control. 

All three softwares include simple fixture profile builder, multi‑universe 
output via ArtNet, direct fader channel programming and simplified built‑in 
3D visualizer. 

With this console  suppliers are now able to inventory one unit and still 
be able to offer it to a variety of costumers including those in the club, 
event venues, houses of worship, production and theater industry.  

  DES
 CRIP
TION



‑ Advance production and theatrical Control 
‑ Streamlined workflow, less steps to achieve 
desired look. 
‑ Customizable playback and programing 
views with dual screen support. 
‑ Cue View with detailed cue information 
and custom notes on the playback screen. 
‑ Create visually stunning effects quickly with 
our streamlined fader view FX engine. 
‑ Custom fixture views, groups, and layouts for 
faster fixture selection and programing24 
‑ Universes available with Artnet 
‑ Control both moving lights and static lights 
with ease

‑ A fully featured software focused on required 

functionalities with a quick learning curve  

‑ Button groups with dimming group faders 

that help organize different looks 

‑ Ability to crossfade video (BMP, AVI, MPG, 

WMV, MOV & MP4) and lighting 

‑ Pan and tilt tracking for better transitions 

between moving looks

‑ Lighting Programmer Assistant Quickly 

produces multiple pages of looks based 

on user defined parameters 

‑ Position/ color  presets 

‑ Real time FX Virtual matrix live video to 

matrix capability

‑ Built in RGB FX

‑ Multi universe output via ArtNet

‑ Live programing capabilities, make 

on the fly changes with ease

‑ Simplified introduction to our control platform , 

with focus in small to midsize venues and Ideal for 

the touch screen oriented users

‑ Lighting Programmer Assistant Quickly produces 

multiple pages of looks based on user defined parameters 

‑ Easily create synchronized timeline shows for pre 

programed intros or tracks 

‑ Control of live show from DJ controller via provided 

wave file

‑ Quickly access the strobe function on all strobe 

enabled fixtures

‑ Dedicated fog controller section with timing and bursts

‑ Sound active tempo base integration via line audio input

‑ Midi assignable sequence buttons

‑ RGB and RGBWA Matrix capability

3 CONTROL PLATAFORMS IN 1



Features.

Compared to other consoles, the MEGA 
Console offers a quick and efficient process 
to create fixture profiles. Easily create 
custom channel names and multi‑part 
fixtures with simplified value fields.

SIMPLE FIXTURE
PROFILE BUILDER

The MEGA Console saves you 
time and gives you the ability to 
alter unique channel traits, simplifying 
the programming steps. 

Using a competitive protocol the MEGA
Console offers up to 2,048 parameters 
than can expanded to 12,288 via ArtNet, 
giving you additional control.

DIRECT FADER 
CHANNEL 

PROGRAMMING

MULTI‑UNIVERSE 
VIA ARTNET
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